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some philosophical considerations - themathesontrust - thomas traherne’s spiritual poetry some
philosophical considerations robert e. doud homas traherne (1637–1674) was a religious poet, essayist and
theologian. supposedly born in hereford, the son of a shoemaker, he was a child during the seven years of civil
war in england (1642–1649), ‘high delights that satisfy all appetites’: thomas ... - like traherne’s poetry
in general, ‘love’ (ross 6.61-62) describes the speaker’s soul combining in mystical union with god.4 as a lyric
poem, ‘love’ invites a biographical reading, an equation of the speaker with traherne himself; thus, readers
tend to assume that the speaker is male unless 5otherwise specified by the poem itself. a stream of
selective spiritual contemplative history - thomas traherne jean-pierre de caussade gerhard tersteegen
baal-shem-tov john wesley john woolman ... mystical life normal for christians, manifesting in love 12
kabbalah: historic emergence of long, varied judaic mystical tradition ... 17 thomas traherne: poetry,
contemplative awareness as that of innocent child literature of mysticism in western tradition - thomas
traherne . contents preface ix 1 mysticism, faith and culture 1 ... describe the mystical fact in words, the
combination of passionate conviction, discrimination and insight which characterises great poetry and the
critic's reaction to it, is the most adequate means for grasping the essentially analogous relationship between
spiritual ... the poetic of the cosmic christ - research-repository.uwa ... - thompson, holds that
traherne’s poetry “is based not on mystical union with christ but mystical union with the world, which seems to
take his place as the mediator between god and man”7 she concludes that nature mysticism and christianity
are mutually exclusive: since nature poetry deals with the material realm, it seems most mystical when a poetcleric’s “little booke” - of thomas traherne (1932). in 1934, sir arthur quiller-couch followed that with an
anthology of the poet’s work entitled felicities. wade’s doctoral dissertation at the university of london, thomas
traherne: a critical biography (1944), be-came the standard biography of the poet. post-war interest in english
mystical protestant poetics and the seventeenth-century religious lyric - 1 moreover, traherne's
poems, rediscovered in 1896 after falling into oblivion for more than two centuries, were first ascribed to
vaughan.2 yet despite these links, both traherne's theology and his art appear to set him apart from the major
strain of seventeenth-centurv protestant poetry and poetics. kimberly johnson third field reading list:
seventeenth ... - kimberly johnson third field reading list: seventeenth-century devotional poetry devotional
poetry donne, john, holy sonnets, la corona, hymns crashaw, richard, steps to the temple herbert, george, the
temple vaughan, henry, silex scintillans i and ii traherne, thomas, dobell poems, poems of felicity taylor,
edward, preparatory meditations selections from alabaster, southwell, herrick, quarles ... mysticism in
english literature - cjesest - francis meynell for most kindly allowing me to quote from the works
respectively of thomas traherne, richard jefferies, coventry patmore, and francis thompson. c.f.e.s. april 1913.
mysticism in english literature mysticism in english literature 3 cecil collins 1908-1989 the great
happiness a centenary ... - in the early years of his marriage to elizabeth, collins read the mystical poetry of
thomas traherne (1637-1674) and henry vaughan (1622-1695) and the mystical writings of jacob boehme
(1575-1624) and meister eckhart (c1260 - 1327/8). these writings helped collins formulate his unique visionary
approach to painting. the shadow of eternity - project muse - of poetry and biography but to ignore
altogether the chief question—that of his work. a.l. clements more wisely bypasses the issue of traherne's
private spiritual experience to consider the poetry itself in the light of the christian mystical tradition.2 but any
label, whether "metaphysical," "mystical," or some other, about the author - maharishi university of
management - about the author james j. balakier is assistant professor of english in the ... thomas traherne,
and a study of newton's influence on art ... 493) poetry and prose. it presides over his playful but passionate
exposition, denoting both a profoundly enlivening experience and a practical set of interrelated abstract
principles. san francisco lyric chorus - the san francisco lyric chorus is a member of chorus america. we are
recording this concert for archival purposes please turn off all cell phones, pagers, and other electronic devices
before the concert ... he especially loved the poetry of thomas traherne (1636-1674), thomas hardy
(1840-1928), to take posesion of the crown: forms, themes, and politics ... - to take posesion of the
crown: forms, themes, and politics in julia palmer's centuries brittany beahm brigham young university - provo
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